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TEACHING TODAY AND TOMORROW
Participantes: Don KIRALY (Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz) y Dorothy KELLY (Universidad
de Granada). Moderadora: Silvia ROISS (Universidad de Salamanca)
Don Kiraly has been educating translators at the University of Mainz since 1983. From the beginning, his main area of
research has been 'the education of language industry professionals', where he has emphasized collaborative learning and authentic
project work as essential features of translator education for the 21st century. Don spent four years teaching at ESIT in Paris and
a semester teaching at the Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies. He has run many workshops for translator educators across
Europe and has published a number of books, chapters and articles on translator education over the past thirty years. (Almost all
of his publications can be downloaded from www.researchgate.com).
Dorothy Kelly is a professor of Translation at the University of Granada (Spain), where she is also Vice Rector for
Internationalization. She obtained her B.A. in Translating and Interpreting at Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh (Scotland), and
her doctoral degree from the University of Granada. Her main research interests are translator training, directionality in translation, and intercultural competence, interests she has combined over the years with intense international activity, coordinating
international mobility and joint degree programmes, as well as studies into the impact of mobility on intercultural competence
and the learning environment. She is co-editor of The Interpreter and Translator Trainer, the only indexed journal devoted specifically
to translator education, and has also been editor of the Translation Practices Explained series at St Jerome. She was a member of
the European Master's in Translation Expert Group appointed by the Directorate General for Translation at the European Commission. As Vice Rector she was a member of Spain's national Bologna Experts Team until 2013, and was the Chair of the
Executive Board of the Coimbra Group of Universities from 2010 until 2017.
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